
Letter from the Editor-in-Chief

Dear Friends, 
Our Journal steps into 2024 with a fresh portion of brachytherapy data on prostate, 

breast, head and neck cancers, gynecological malignancies, surface techniques, and aug-
mented reality implementation. The JCB 1/2024 issue (January/February) contains ten 
intriguing manuscripts: six clinical papers, one physics contribution, one review, and 
two educational articles. 

This time, I will start from the end, our Educational Corner. Marta Gimeno-Morales 
et al. (Spain) submitted an outstanding article summarizing available data regarding two 
BT approaches for conservatively treated breast cancer. The authors discussed prima-
ry APBI, local boost, and salvage re-irradiation after a second conservative treatment  
(APBrI). They focused on the pros and cons of intra-operative or post-operative ap-
proaches, and presented their different technical, logistic, and clinical aspects. They work can serve as a valuable re-
source to guide breast teams in optimal technique selection, with hospital abilities, multidisciplinary cooperation, and 
patient logistics considered. I also recommend reviewing previously published communications on our pages [1-5]. 

The second educational article analyzes BT used in gynecological settings at a tertiary care hospital in India. Rasla 
Parween et al. highlighted the advantages of image-guided interstitial BT and underlined the associated challenges. 
They paid particular attention to the importance of overall treatment time, which can be assured by prioritizing and 
streamlining the referral process for BT performing centers. There are related reports on this subject [6, 7]. 

The third article from the end is a worth noticing narrative review on augmented reality (AR) that can be used in 
brachytherapy. Martina Ferioli et al. (Italy) summarized existing evidence, discussed key findings, limitations, and 
quality of research, and tried to outline future directions. Searched studies have suggested AR feasibility and potential 
benefits in education, training, intra-operative guidance, and treatment planning workflow. 

This issue’s first three clinical papers relate to prostate cancer. Based on their case series, Horatio Thomas et al. 
(USA) assessed HDR-BT safety in patients suffering from coexisting inflammatory bowel disease. They claim minimal 
acute and late GI and GU toxicities related to BT. In the second article, researchers from Australia investigated long-
term LDR-BT outcomes in patients younger than 60 years, supporting some existing data on permanent implants as 
a practical treatment choice in younger men. In the third clinical paper, Takayuki Sakurai et al. (Japan) conveyed an im-
portance-performance analysis to identify lower urinary tract symptoms (LUTS) that should be prioritized to improve 
patients’ urinary quality of life (QoL). 

Sophie Renard et al. (France) shared their experience in adjuvant PDR-BT for oral cavity and oropharynx carcino-
mas. Based on 66 patients’ efficacy and toxicity data, they stated that PDR-BT is safe and effective when indications 
are well-defined. 

The last article I wish to highlight is a physics’ contribution submitted by Micheal Lavelle et al. (USA), in which the 
feasibility and clinical implementation of MRI-guided surface BT were investigated. The authors achieved sub-milli-
meter accuracy of dwell positions, clinically acceptable digitization, and accurate treatment plans in a phantom setting. 
This novel approach may lead to individualized prescriptions for potentially improved patient outcomes. 

Yours sincerely, 

Adam Chicheł, MD, PhD 
Editor-in-Chief, 

Journal of Contemporary Brachytherapy 
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